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Abstract . Computer simulat ions of dynamical systems can cont ain
bot h discretizations, in which finite machine arithmet ic replaces con
t inuum state spaces , and realizations , in which a continuous syste m
is replaced by some approximation such as a computational method.
In some circumstances, complicated theoret ical behavior collapses to
t rivial and degenerate behavior. In others, the computation may bear
lit t le resemblance to t he underlying theoret ical model. We show here
t hat systems that preserve Lebesgue measure do not suffer such un
desirable features. In fact , they can be approximated by such simple
maps as permutati ons of computer state space.

1. Introduct ion

When investi gat ing complicated dynamical behavior , it is oft en important t o
study t he invariant measures of a system rather than equilibria or cycles . The
rich orbital st ru ct ure of such systems means that more informati on about t he
system is eventual ly foun d in t his way. In particular, absolutely continuous
invariant measures are of special int erest when they exist .

Frequentl y, the first recour se when studying complicated dyn amics is to
begin computer simulation and extensive numeri cal experime ntat ion. This
ofte n involves a computer realization of the mo del, such as a numerical scheme
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for solving a different ial equation. The whole pro cedure is further affected
by discretization imposed by the finiteness of computer arithmet ic. In such
circumstances, the invariant measures of the underlying theoret ical mod el can
be very different from t hose of its computer realization, quite independently
of the precision of t he machine arithmetic [1]. For example, g(x ) = 2x mod 1
is chaot ic, with a unique absolutely cont inuous invariant measure , and has
cycles of all orders . Nevert heless, every N- digit binary realization of g is
asymptot ically t rivial, with <pk == °if k ::::: N. This is easily seen if <p is the
restrict ion of g to the set L N = {i /2 N

: i = 0, 1, . . . , 2N
-

l
} .

"Collapsing" phenomena of th is sort are not easy to overcome in a com
putational set t ing. Effects of introducing small random perturbat ions, of t he
order of 2- N , are rather subtle [4]. However , collapsing such as this is always
possible in practical situations ([5], Theorem 5 and [6], Theorem 5).

Let T k denote the k-dimensional torus, that is, the unit k-dimensional
cube [0, IJx··· x [0, 1] = [0, l ]k with the identification th at point s (al , ... , ak)
and (bl , . .. , bk ) are equivalent if a i - bi == °(mod 1), i = 1, . . . , k. For a
posit ive integer v > °denote by L, th e set {O, l / v , . .. , (v - 1)/v } r::;; [0, 1]
and let L~ = L , x . . . x L , C T k .

A discrete dynamical system on the torus T k is indu ced by a Borel map
ping f : T k ---> T k . We shall broadly define a L~ realization of t he syst em f
as a mappi ng sp : L~ ---> L~ , which is close to f in some natural sense. By a
L~ discret ization of f is meant the discret ization in the sense of Stetter [12],
where we have a proj ect ion P : T k ---> L~ and <p = P of : L~ ---> L~ . Note that
a discret izat ion is a realizati on , but a realization may have other processes
involved than mere discretizat ion. For example, if a mod el consists of a num
ber of differential equat ions, th ese might be solved by a numerical method
involving approximat ion by difference equat ions. Discretization is also in
volved because all calculatio ns are performed on a computer. However , there
is also the realization of t he system by a discrete dynamical syst em that is
involved.

In this paper we will st udy some properties of realizations and discretiza
tions under the assumption that Lebesgue measure f..L is invariant for the
system f . Some interesting syst ems have this property, and this is a robust
sit uation for computer modeling [2]. In these circumstances it is natur al to
say that discret izations ip avoid collapsing effects provided that they preserve
the natural uniform measure on the finite set L~ . That is, sp is a biject ive
mapping of L~ , or a permutation of L~ .

The results of this pap er are as follows.

• Let Lebesgue measur e be invariant for f. Then th ere exists a permu
tat ion ip of L~ whose graph is within discret ization error of th e graph
of f.

• There exists a fast numerical algorithm that transforms a given com
pu ter realizat ion 'lj; : L~ ---> L~ into a discretizat ion <p having almost
the same precision and that is a permutation of L~ . Thus, computer
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realizations are closely approximated by permutations of discretized
computer state space .

• Suppose that we have a mapping tp : L~ -+ L~. Then it is possible
to check whether sp is a discret ization of a system f with invari ant
Lebesgue measur e, and there exists a fast numerical algorithm to ac
complish thi s.

2. Statement of results

For x = (Xl , . . . , x k
) E ~k define II xll = maxi{Xi} and denot e by

p(x , y), (1)

t he metric induced by thi s norm on the space T k
. This metric extends

naturally to a metric P2 on T k x T k according to

P2 ( (~ , x), (TJ , y)) = max{p(~ , TJ ), p(x , y)}.

For any f and tp denote by d(tp, J) the Hausdorff separation in the metric P2
of the graph Gr(tp) of ip from the graph Gr(f ) of i ,

d(tp, J) = sup inf P2( (~ , tp(O), (x , f( x) ))
{EL~ xE Tk

= sup inf max {p(~ ,x) , p(tp(~ ) , f(x))} .
{ EL~ x ET k

(2)

Note th at (2) is the Hausdorff separation bu t not the Hausdorff metric, and
that d(tp , J) = 0 if and only if Gr(tp) ~ Gr(f ). So, in particular , if ip = f lv
is simply the restri ction of f to the lattice L~ C T k

, then d(tp , J) = O. Th~
separat ion of one realization sp from another 'l/J or of a dynamical syst em f
from its realization sp are defined in a similar manner . T he quanti ty d(tp , J)
differs from the usual discret ization error

d. (tp, J) = sup p(tp (~),f (~) )
{EL~

(see [12], [5]).Recall also that a measure p, is said to be an invariant measure
for f if p,(S) = p,(f -I(S )) for all Borel sets S ~ T k [3].

T heorem 1. (a) Let Lebesgue measure be invariant for the dynamical
system f : T k -+ T k

. Th en for any positive integer // there exists a
permutation tt of L~ satisfyingd(1r ,J):S (2//)- 1.

(b) Let the system f be cont inuous and suppose that for each E: > 0 there
exists a positive integer v and a permu tation 1r ofL~ satisfying d(zr , J) :S
E: . Th en Lebesgue measure is invariant for f .
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For continuity of exposit ion , t he proof is relegated to the next sect ion. For
the moment , let us discuss some consequences of the th eorem. Consider th e
sit uat ion in which we have a realization <p : L~ ----> L~ and an est imate of th e
error d(<p, j), bu t no oth er information concerning t he und erlying th eoret ical
system f. Then instead of Theorem 1 it is perh aps better to use th e following
corollary.

Corollary 1. Let <p be a given mapping of L~ into itself

(a) Supp ose that Lebesgue measure is invariant for some system f : T k ---->

T k satisfying d(f, <p) ::; E . Th en there exists a permu tation tt of L~

satisfying d(n ,<p) ::; E + (2V)-1

(b) Suppose that there exist a permutation 7r of L~ with d(7r ,<p) ::; E . Th en
there exists a system f : T k ----> T k satisfying d(f ,<p) ::; E + (2v)- 1 , and
such that Lebesgue measure is invariant for f.

In other words, the re exists a natural combinatoric approach that allows a
check of the hypothesis t hat a given computer mapping sp is a realization of
some system f that is invariant with respect to Lebesgue measure.

T he assert ion (a) of Corollary 1 follows from assert ion (a) of Theorem 1.
For (b) , it is sufficient to define f as any Borel mapping t hat sat isfies

1
~ E L~ , such that p(x , ~) < 2v .

(3)

Here A1J is a shift mapping on T k generated by t he vector 'fJ (see [3], p. 64).
Finally, let us briefly discuss problems associated with pract ical compu

tat ion of appropriate permut at ions. Choose an enumeration ('fJ1 , . . . , 'fJvk) of
L~ . Then to each subset S <:;;; L~ x L~ there correspon ds the vk-square matrix
A (S) = A = (aij) defined by

ai . = {I if ('fJi , 'fJj ) E S,
J 0 otherwise.

For a vk-square mat rix A = (aij) , th e set { ai (l )j (l )' . . . , ai(Vk)j (vk)} of its en
t ries is called a diagonal if all numbers i( I) , . . . , i (v k

) , as well as all numb ers
j(1) , . . . , j (vk ) , are pairwise dist inct .

Consider the set f (f, v) of all (~ , 'fJ ) E L~ x L~ satisfying the inequality
P2 ((~ , 'fJ ) , Gr (f )) ::; (2V)- 1. The problem of const ruct ing a permutation ip

satisfying d(<p, f) ::; (2v) - 1 is clearly equivalent to that of choosing a diagonal
witho ut zeros in the matrix A(f(f , v )). This problem can be resolved by
Theorem 1. Therefore, it is equivalent to th e optimal assignment problem
for the matrix (3) as describ ed, for example, in [8] (Sect ion 8.2.10, p. 232).
As such, a solut ion will follow by the "Hungarian Meth od" [10], or from the
shortest path algorithm [7], and is of order O((vk)3).
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3. Proof of Theorem 1
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Let us first prove assertion (a) . Let L be a given finite set and ct> be a mapping
from L into 2L . A measure p on L is called semi -invariant [5] for ct> if for
any subset L . S;; L

p(L.) < p(ct>-I(L.)) , (4)

where ct>-I(L.) = {~ E L : ct>(~) n L. =I- 0}.
Denote by u; the uniform measure on L defined by p.(~) = l / # (L) for

all ~ E L, where # (L) denotes the cardinality of the set L. We will say that
a multi-valued mapping ct> contains a single-valued mapping rp : L ---> L if
rp (O E ct>(O for all ~ E L.

Lemma 1. The meas ure p. is semi-invariant for ct> if and only if ct> contains
some permu tation ip ,

Proof. Choose an enumera tion (7)1, ... , 7)vk ) of the set L. Then to each
multivalued mapping ct> : L ---> 2L there corresponds a vk-square matrix
Ail> = (aij ) defined by

ai ' = {I if 7)j Ect>(7)i) ,
J a otherwise.

Clearly t he matri x Ail> coincides with th e matrix (3) const ructe d for the graph
Gr(ct». From the definitions, the measure P. is semi-invariant for ct> if and
only if Ail> contains no s x t zero submatrix such that s+t = vk +1. Therefore,
Lemma 1 follows from the following classical result at t ributed to Frob enius
and Konig ([11]' Theorem 2.1).

Let A be an n -square matrix. A necessary and sufficient condition
for every diagonal of A to contain a zero entry is that A contain
an s x t zero submatrix such that s + t = n + 1. •

By virt ue of Lemma 1, to complete t he pro of of (a) it is sufficient to
establish the following assert ion.

Lemma 2. Let Lebesgue m easure p be invariant for the system f on T k .

Th en th ere exists a mul ti-valued discretization ct> sat isfying

d(Gr(ct» , Gr(j)) < (2V)-1

and having the uniform meas ure u; on L~ as a semi-invariant m easure.

(5)

Proof. For any subset X S;; T k denote by O,, (X ) the closed c:-neighborhood
of X in the metric p defined by (1). With out confusion , the same symb ol 0 "
will be used for the corresponding c:-neighborhoods of sets P S;; T k X T k in
th e exte nded metric P2. Write
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Define the multi-valued discret izat ion <I>" : L --+ 2L by G r (<I>,,) = f ". Clearly,
this discretization satisfies (5), and it remains to prove that the uniform
measure P,. is semi-invar iant for the mapping <I>", that is,

for all A ~ L~ . (6)

Suppose tha t A is a given subset of L~ . Because u; is the uniform measure
on L~ , (6) will follow from th e inequality

(7)

where #(5) denotes cardinality of the set 5. By t he definition of Lebesgue
measure p"

p,(0 (2,,)-, (A)) = #(~).
v

Because the measure p, is invari ant for I, this last inequality implies t hat

(
- 1 ( - )) #(A)p, i 0 (2,,)-1(A) =-----;;k'

In particular, this means that the set r: (0(2")- ' (A)) intersects at least #(A)
different balls of t he form O(2,,) - 1 (~ ) , ~ E L~ , or , what comes to the same
thing,

The inequality (7) immediately follows and the proof of Lemma 2, and thus
of assert ion (a) , is complete.

It remains to prove assert ion (b) , namely that the Lebesgue measure p,
on T k is invariant for f. It is well known t ha t it is sufficient to prove the
equality

Jex (J(x)) dp, = Jex(x) dp, (8)

for all cont inuous functions ex : T k
--+ ~ ([3], p . 37, equation (1)). Under

the condit ions of (b) there exist a sequence of posit ive integers v(n ), n =
1,2, . . . , v (n ) --+ 00 , and permutations "lrn of the sets L~(n) , n = 1,2 , ...
sat isfying

n = 1, 2, . . . . (9)

Using (9) and the cont inuity of ex(x) and i (x ) it follows t hat

Jex (J( x) )dp, = J.i..~ L ex ( "lrn (~)) .
~EL~(n )

Because "lrn is a permut at ion we can rewrite (10) as

(10)

(11)
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On the ot her hand, from the continuity of a(x) it follows that

Ja(x) dfl = J.i..~ L a(~).
~ELkv(n)

421

(12)

T he equalit ies (10) and (12) imply (8), and the proof of the assert ion (b) is
complete .•

Note that t he cont inuity of the mapping f in Theorem l (b ) is essential.
For inst ance, for the mapping h : T 1

f---+ T 1 defined by h(x) = x for rational x
an d h(x) = 0 otherwise, the restricti on on any L~ is the identity permutation.
However, Lebesgue measure is not invariant for h.
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